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1 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

This is the statistical review for Gemtuzumab Ozogamicin (GO) Biologics License Application 
(BLA), seeking an approval for GO in combination with daunorubicin and cytarabine for the 
treatment of adult patients with previously untreated de novo acute myeloid leukemia (AML).

GO was granted accelerated approval on May 17 of 2000, as a single agent for the treatment of 
patients with CD33-positive acute myeloid leukemia in first relapse who are 60 years of age or 
older and who are not considered candidates for cytotoxic chemotherapy. This is the first 
application since the applicant withdrew GO from the US market in year 2000.  The withdrawal 
was made because the post-approval randomized clinical trial S0106 in adult patients with 
untreated de novo AML treated with daunorubicin and cytarabine (DA) with or without GO at 6 
mg/m2, designed to confirm the benefit of GO, failed its efficacy objectives and showed a higher 
rate of fatal induction toxicities in the GO arm (5.8% vs. 1.3% for GO+DA vs. DA alone).

This application is mainly based on efficacy and safety data from pivotal trial ALFA-0701.  
ALFA-0701 was a randomized open-label study conducted entirely in France by a co-operative 
group.  The induction dose of GO in combination with DA in ALFA-0701 was lower than the 
dose used in S0106 and was fractioned at 3 mg/m2 days 1, 4, and 7.

The primary efficacy endpoint of ALFA-0701 was event-free survival (EFS), defined as the time 
from randomization to induction failure, relapse, or death due to any cause.  For the primary 
analysis, the date of induction failure was defined to be the date of post-induction assessment by 
investigator.  Overall survival (OS) was the only multiplicity adjusted key secondary endpoint, 
defined as time from randomization to death due to any cause. Both EFS and OS were not 
censored for the occurrence if hematopoietic stem cell transplantation (HSCT) in the primary 
analysis.  Other secondary endpoints included relapse-free survival (RFS), and response rate of 
complete remission (CR) or complete remission with incomplete platelet recovery (CRp).  CR 
was defined as no circulating blasts, marrow blast cells <5%, Hgb > 9g/dL, platelets > 100 Gi/L, 
neutrophils > 1 Gi/L, and transfusion independence.  CRp was defined to satisfy all the CR 
criteria with the exception of platelets > 100 Gi/L.  Patient’s quality of life was not assessed.  

Because the Agency indicated to the applicant that OS has been the accepted endpoint for regular 
approval in AML, the applicant conducted a meta-analysis for OS, as well as meta-analyses for 
EFS and OS correlation.  The applicant’s meta-analysis of OS was based on individual patient 
data from 5 randomized GO combination therapy trials (as described in Table 1).  The 
applicant’s meta-analyses of EFS and OS correlation were based on individual patient data from 
the same 5 GO trials used for the OS meta-analysis, and based on summary data from 33 
published trials of various treatments in AML.  EFS and OS correlation was assessed at 
individual level based on Kendall’s tau for EFS and OS concordance in individual patients, as 
well as at trial level based on R-square from linear regression of EFS versus OS treatment 
effects.  

Efficacy results demonstrated a treatment effect of GO on EFS, but did not clearly demonstrate a 
statistically significant effect of GO on OS:
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 ALFA-0701 demonstrated the superiority of GO 3mg/m2/dose + DA versus DA in the 
primary analysis of EFS (hazard ratio [HR] 0.56; 95% confidence interval [CI] 0.42, 0.76; 
log-rank p-value<0.001).  In addition, sensitivity analyses found the primary analysis to be 
robust against different definitions of EFS (Table 4).

 OS result in ALFA-0701 was not statistically significant (HR 0.81; 95% CI 0.60, 1.09; p-
value 0.165).  The applicant’s retrospective OS meta-analysis suggested a marginal effect 
with an estimated hazard ratio of 0.91, but the analysis was limited by number of studies 
available for the analysis and by important across study differences. 

 The applicant’s EFS and OS correlation meta-analyses suggested EFS did not strongly 
correlate with OS.  The reviewer’s evaluation suggested EFS and OS were not strongly 
correlated when failure to attain CR was considered as an event, and transplantation could 
have complicated the interpretation of EFS and OS correlation (see section 3.2.4.2 on EFS 
and OS correlation assessments).

With regards to safety, the GO dose used in ALFA-0701 suggested less toxicity than the dose 
used previously in S0106, but occurrence of VOD was reported in 4.6% of patients treated with 
GO in ALFA-0701.  

The use of EFS as an efficacy endpoint and the safety of GO at 3 mg/m2 was discussed by an 
Advisory Committee on July 11 of 2017.  The Committee voted 6 to 1, that GO had 
demonstrated a favorable risk/benefit profile, primarily based on results from Study ALFA-0701 
with EFS as the primary endpoint.

Based on overall efficacy and safety findings, and the Advisory Committee’s opinion that 
difference in EFS itself represents a benefit for patients with newly-diagnosed AML, the 
recommendation is to approve GO in combination with DA as a first line therapy for AML.
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2 INTRODUCTION

2.1 Overview
Product and Proposed Indication
Mylotarg® (Gemtuzumab Ozogamicin [GO]) is an antibody-drug conjugate composed of cluster 
of differentiation (CD)33-directed monoclonal antibody.  It is proposed for two indications:
1. Combination therapy with daunorubicin and cytarabine for the treatment of adult patients 

with previously untreated, de novo CD33 positive acute myeloid leukemia (AML)
2. Monotherapy for the treatment of patients with CD33+ AML in first relapse who are 60 years 

of age or older and who are not considered for other cytotoxic chemotherapy

GO monotherapy was approved before for the proposed indication #2 at a dosing regimen of 9 
mg/m2 on Days 1 and 15.  GO was withdrawn from US market in 2010 due in part to safety 
concerns.  The dosing has since been revised to become 3 mg/m2 on Days 1, 4, and 7.  However, 
clinical data for GO at the revised dose as a monotherapy in patients with AML in first relapse 
are limited.  The medical reviewer Dr. Norsworthy conducted a literature search for clinical 
studies using GO monotherapy in patients with AML, and this reviewer performed aggregate 
data meta-analyses on the studies identified by Dr. Norsworthy, to compare efficacy in terms of 
complete remission rate and safety in terms of Veno-Occlusive Disease (VOD) incidence.  This 
reviewer agrees with Dr. Norsworthy’s assessment from the meta-analyses: the revised dosing 
had a lower safety concern and yet was able to show comparable efficacy, and therefore the 
product may be recommended for approval.  Please refer to the review by Dr. Norsworthy for 
details on the meta-analyses and interpretation.     

Because the data and analyses performed for reviewing the proposed indication #2 have been 
included in the review by Dr. Norsworthy, there will be not be a separate statistical review for 
the proposed indication #2. This review will focus on evaluations for proposed indication #1 
for patients with previously untreated de novo AML.  

Disease Overview
AML is a type of blood cancer. The disease starts in the bone marrow when immature bone 
marrow cells (often called blast cells) keep building up.  As an acute disease, AML can quickly 
be fatal if without treatment.  Prognosis of the disease depends on age, history of blood disorders 
or cancers, and status of certain gene mutations.  The standard initial therapy has been the ‘3+7’ 
chemotherapy induction regimen, as known as DA, consisting of 3 consecutive daily infusions of 
daunorubicin and 7 days of continuous infusion of cytarabine.  
 
Clinical Studies
This review will assess data and analyses from five clinical studies.  The pivotal trial for the 
proposed indication is Study ALFA-0701, which is a randomized open-label study conducted by 
Acute Leukemia French Association (ALFA) Co-operative Group in France. In addition to the 
pivotal trial, the applicant identified four historical studies, conducted by other co-operative 
groups, utilizing induction chemotherapy with or without GO in patients with previously 
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untreated AML.  Based on data from the five studies, the applicant performed meta-analyses to 
provide further efficacy and safety evaluations with the addition of GO and to assess event-free 
survival (EFS) as a surrogate endpoint for overall survival (OS).     

The efficacy evaluation in this review will be based on pivotal trial results.  Applicant’s 
retrospective meta-analyses will be discussed in conjunction with the pivotal trial results.  

Table 1 gives an overview to the five clinical studies to be assessed in this statistical review.

Table 1: Overview of GO Combination Studies in Previously Untreated AML
Study 
(enrollment)

Population Design

Induction 
therapy

GO Dose Endpoint 
primary
(secondary)

Sample 
size
(GO/no 
GO)

Cutoff Date for 
Mata-Analysis
(median 
follow-upa)

Pivotal trial
ALFA-0701
(2008-2010)

Patients aged 
50 to 70 years 
with untreated 
de novo AML

Phase 3, 2-arm, 
randomized, 
open-label  
GO + DA (3+7) 

3 mg/m2

D 1,4, 7
EFS
(CR, CRp, 
RFS, OS, 
toxicity)

271
(135/136)

April 2013
(45.4 months)

S0106
(2004-2009)

Adult patients 
<56 years old 
with untreated 
de novo AML

Phase 3, 2-arm, 
randomized, 
open-label 

GO + DA (3+7) + 
growth factor

6 mg/m2 D 4 DFS, CRR
(CRi, PR, 
RD, OS, 
RFS, 
toxicity)

595
(295/300)

June 2015
(66.2 months)

AML15
(2002-2006)

Adult patients 
<60 years old 
with untreated 
de novo or 
secondary 
AML

Phase 3, 6-arm, 
randomized, 
open-label

GO + DA or ADE 
or FLAG-Ida

3 mg/m2 D 1  OS, CRR
(RD, RFS, 
CIR, 
CIDCR, 
toxicity)

1099
(548/551)

August 2015
(110.5 months)

AML16
(2006-2010)

Adult patients 
>60 years old 
with untreated 
de novo or 
secondary 
AML, or high 
risk MDS

Phase 3, 4-arm, 
randomized, 
open-label

GO + DA or 
DClo

3 mg/m2 D 1 OS
(CR, CRi, 
RFS, RR, 
DCR1, 
toxicity)

1115
(559/556)

August 2015
(69.1 months)

AML2006IR
(2007-2010)

Patients aged 
18 to 60 years 
with untreated 
de novo AML

Phase 3, 2-arm, 
randomized, 
open-label

GO + DA (3+7)

6 mg/m2 D 4 EFS
(OS, CIR, 
CIDND, 
CR, toxicity)

251
(126/125)

June 2015
(66.2 months)

Abbreviations: ADE=daunorubicin, cytarabine, and etoposide, ALFA=Acute Leukemia French Association, 
AML=acute myeloid leukemia, CIDCR=Cumulative incidence of death in first remission, CIDND=Cumulative 
incidence of death not attributable to disease, CIR=Cumulative incidence of relapse, CR=Complete remission, 
CRi=CR with incomplete blood count recovery, CRp=CR with incomplete platelet recovery, CRR=Complete 
remission rate, D=Day, DA=Daunorubicin plus cytarabine, DClo= Daunorubicin plus clofarabine, DCR1=Death in 
first CR, DFS=disease-free survival, EFS=event-free survival, FLAG-Ida=fludarabine, cytarabine, granulocyte 
colony-stimulating factor, and idarubicin, GO= Gemtuzumab ozogamicin, MDS=myelodysplastic syndromes, No 
GO=chemotherapy alone treatment arms, OS=overall survival, PR=Partial remission, RD=Resistant disease, 
RFS=Relapse-free survival, RR=Relapse rate.  a Median follow-up was calculated by reverse Kaplan-Meier method
[Source]: Applicant individual patient data meta-analysis report Tables 1 and 6 
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Regulatory Background
The Agency approved GO as a monotherapy on 17 May 2000, under the Agency’s accelerated 
approval regulations for the treatment of patients with CD33+ AML in first relapse who were 60 
years of age or older and who were not considered candidates for other cytotoxic chemotherapy. 

In 2010, Wyeth Pharmaceuticals (now a subsidy of Pfizer Inc.) voluntarily withdrew GO from 
the US market, after the Agency required post-approval randomized clinical trial S0106 failed its 
efficacy objectives and showed a higher rate of fatal induction toxicities in the GO arm (5.8% 
versus 1.3% for GO plus chemotherapy versus chemotherapy alone).  

Since the withdrawal, several co-operative studies utilizing induction chemotherapy with or 
without GO in patients with previously untreated AML have been published.  The applicant has 
included data from the co-operative studies to address previous concerns on lack of treatment 
efficacy and early fatal toxicity, as well as to support an indication in the first line setting.

Points to Consider
There are several points that are important to the Agency when reviewing a regulatory 
application in first line AML.  First, OS is considered the accepted endpoint that demonstrates 
the clinical benefit needed for regulatory approval in first line AML.  Second, an important 
salvage therapy, hematopoietic stem cell transplantation (HSCT), may have impacted OS.  Third, 
the result of EFS as a composite endpoint may be sensitive to its definition; in particular, how the 
events and censored observations are defined.  

2.2 Data Sources 

Materials reviewed for this application: protocols, statistical analysis plans, study reports, and 
submitted datasets for Study ALFA-0701 and meta-analyses.  

Datasets from the pivotal study ALFA-0701 were provided electronically with FDA data 
standards (that is, study data presented according to the Study Data Tabulation Model [SDTM] 
and the analysis datasets presented according to the Analysis Data Model [ADaM]).  The 
datasets are located at: \\CDSESUB1\evsprod\BLA761060\0001\m5\datasets\ws936568.

Datasets for meta-analyses were provided electronically with legacy formats.  
Datasets locations are: \\CDSESUB1\evsprod\BLA761060\0001\m5\datasets\meta-analysis-
report\analysis\legacy\datasets (for individual patient data meta-analysis), and 
\\CDSESUB1\evsprod\BLA761060\0009\m5\datasets\surrogate-endpt-
rpt\analysis\legacy\datasets (for published data meta-analysis). 
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3 STATISTICAL EVALUATION

3.1 Data and Analysis Quality
 
Data quality for the pivotal trial ALFA-0701 appeared to be acceptable in general with no errors 
identified for randomization and deviation of major study endpoints.  Specifications on statistical 
analyses were provided in sufficient details.  However, there were a couple of minor issues: (1) 
data were transferred from co-operative groups to the applicant, detailed information on derived 
variables was provided in a data reviewer’s guide instead of the usual data define documents; (2) 
data cleaning activities were not part of the data collection process for applicant’s meta-analysis, 
there were 2 patients had negative values on EFS due to inconsistent dates and there were 7 
patients had missing information on their end of induction date.  The 2 patients with negative 
EFS values were excluded from the meta-analysis on EFS and OS correlation.  

3.2 Evaluation of Efficacy

The primary basis for the efficacy evaluation will be results from the pivotal trial ALFA-0701.  

Because OS was not the primary endpoint in Study ALFA-0701, the applicant conducted a meta-
analysis for OS using individual patient data from the 5 studies listed in Table 1, and additional 
meta-analyses for EFS and OS correlation using individual patient data from the same 5 studies 
as well as summary data from 33 studies identified through a literature search.  These meta-
analyses will be discussed as supportive evidence for the evaluation of efficacy.

3.2.1 Study Design and Endpoints

Pivotal Trial ALFA-0701

The pivotal trial ALFA-0701 was a multi-center (26 centers in France only), open-label, 1:1 
randomized study of Gemtuzumab Ozogamicin plus Daunorubicin and Cytarabine (GO plus DA) 
versus DA alone for induction and consolidation therapy in patients 50-70 years old with 
untreated de novo AML.  Randomization was stratified by center.

Treatment consisted of an induction followed by two cycles of consolidation.  Patients were 
given a 3+7 induction course of daunorubicin (60 mg/m2 on days 1-3) and cytarabine (200 
mg/m2 on days 1-7), with or without GO (3 mg/m2 on days 1, 4, and 7).  Patients attained a 
complete remission after induction were given two consolidation courses (60 mg/m2 on day 1 in 
the first consolidation and days 1-2 in the second consolidation) and cytarabine (1 g/m2/12 hour 
by 2 hour infusion on days 1-4) with or without GO (3 mg/m2 on day 1) according to their initial 
treatment randomization.  Patients who did not respond to induction discontinued the study 
treatment and were given a different treatment at the discretion of their treating physician.  

Patients received a hematopoietic stem cell transplantation (HSCT) were not removed from the 
study.  Patients could be referred to a HSCT, after not responding to induction, and before or 
after relapse from a remission.  
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The primary efficacy endpoint was event-free survival (EFS), defined as the time from 
randomization to induction failure, relapse, or death due to any cause, whichever occurred first.  
Overall survival (OS) was the only multiplicity adjusted key secondary endpoint, defined as time 
from randomization to death due to any cause. Other secondary endpoints included relapse-free 
survival (RFS), and response rate of complete remission (CR) or complete remission with 
incomplete platelet recovery (CRp).  CR was defined as no circulating blasts, marrow blast cells 
<5%, Hgb > 9g/dL, platelets > 100 Gi/L, neutrophils > 1 Gi/L, and transfusion independence.  
CRp was defined to satisfy all the CR criteria with the exception of platelets > 100 Gi/L.

Quality of life assessments were not collected on Study ALFA-0701.  

Trials included in OS Meta-Analysis

Five trials, including the pivotal trial ALFA-0701, were identified by the applicant for 
conducting an individual patient data meta-analysis of GO versus no GO on OS.

An overview of the 5 trials has been given in Table 1.  In summary, all of them were 
randomized, open-label, Phase 3 trials of GO in combination with intensive induction therapy for 
treatment of patients with previously untreated AML.  However, they were different in eligibility 
such as age and baseline disease condition; in study treatment with different induction therapies 
and different GO doses; and in study size as they were sized for different primary endpoints.

Trials included in EFS/OS Correlation Meta-Analyses

The same 5 trials used for the individual patient data meta-analysis on OS were also used for an 
individual patient data meta-analysis on EFS and OS correlation.  

In addition, the applicant identified summary data on EFS and OS results from 33 published 
trials of various treatments in patients with previously untreated AML (the 5 trials used for the 
individual patient data meta-analysis were part of the 33 trials). These 33 trials were identified 
from a literature search by the applicant, as any randomized trials including patients with de 
novo AML receiving first line induction therapy and have available data for both EFS and OS.  
There were no restrictions on age, trial size or publication year.  Excluded trials were those that 
were non-randomized, involved non-AML diseases, were subset analyses of larger AML trials, 
involved primarily maintenance and consolidation therapy or did not have sufficient summary 
data for both EFS and OS endpoints.

In the individual patient data meta-analysis, EFS was defined as time from randomization to 
induction failure, relapse, or death due to any cause.  Induction failure was defined as failure to 
achieve a response (including CR, CRp, or CR with incomplete blood count recovery [CRi]) 
within 60 days of randomization.  For patients with induction failure, the date of induction 
failure was the randomization date.  In the summary data meta-analysis, EFS was defined 
according to the source publication. OS was defined as time from randomization to death due to 
any cause.
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Reviewer Comment: The definition of EFS in the individual patient data meta-analysis was 
different from the one used in Study ALFA-0701 EFS primary analysis, in which the 
determination of induction failure was not limited to the first 60 days from randomization and 
the date of induction failure was the date of post-induction assessment.  

3.2.2 Statistical Methodologies

ALFA-0701 Statistical Analyses

The primary analysis population for evaluation of efficacy endpoints was the intent-to-treat (ITT) 
population of 271 patients, who signed consent and were randomized.  They were analyzed 
according to the treatment arm assigned at randomization.  

A sample size of 280 patients was planned based on EFS, to test a 3-year EFS rate of 40% in the 
experimental arm versus 25% in the control arm (corresponding hazard ratio = 0.66) with 184 
events at 2-sided type I error rate of 0.05 and 80% power.  The date of 01 August 2011 was 
chosen by ALFA to be the analysis cut-off date for EFS when the study was close to reaching the 
number of targeted number of events.  The applicant kept the same cut-off date for EFS analysis 
when they inherited data from ALFA.  

The study was initially not powered for OS.  The applicant, after deciding to submit this study to 
support an application and before acquiring the data from ALFA, they set 30 April 2013 as the 
cut-off date for OS analysis.  The cut-off date was set in order to have sufficient number of death 
events, to test the null hypothesis of no treatment difference versus superiority of the 
experimental arm with the same hazard ratio of 0.66 as for the EFS.  

The primary comparison between treatment arms in time-to-event endpoints including EFS, OS, 
and RFS was based on un-stratified log-rank test and Cox proportional hazards model.  The two-
sided confidence interval for median time to events was estimated using the Brookmeyer-
Crowley method with log-log transformation. For response rates, the primary comparison 
between treatment arms was based on the Fisher’s exact test. Neither EFS nor OS was censored 
at the time of HSCT in the primary analysis.  

Because Study ALFA-0701 was not conducted as a registration study, the study initially did not 
have a pre-planned type I error control rule for multiplicity arise from interim analyses and 
multiple endpoints.  After the applicant acquired the study, a type one error rate control plan was 
implemented based on the Lan-DeMets alpha spending approach to account for four un-planned 
interim analyses before the final OS analysis, and based on the hierarchical testing of OS 
following significance of EFS to account for hypothesis testing in both endpoints. 

OS Meta-Analysis

The null hypothesis for the applicant’s retrospective meta-analysis of OS was that GO regardless 
of dose in addition to induction chemotherapy has no effect on OS.  The null hypothesis was 
tested at a 2-sided level of 0.05 for statistical significance.
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The effect of GO on OS was estimated using the method of Peto (Yusuf et al., 1985), which was 
based on the sum across the quantities required for the calculation of the log-rank test from 
individual studies.  The resulted estimate, often expressed as Peto’s odds ratio because the 
method is initially developed for analyzing binary endpoints, is asymptotically equivalent to the 
estimated hazard ratio from a proportional hazards model stratified by individual trials.   

EFS/OS Correlation Meta-Analyses

For individual data meta-analysis, correlation between EFS and OS was estimated on an 
individual level by Kendall’s tau rank correlation coefficient as degree of concordance between 
rankings of individual EFS and OS values, and on a trial level by R-square from linear 
regressions of treatment effects on EFS and OS as assessed by hazard ratios.  With data available 
from individual patients, the applicant applied bivariate copulas including Hougaard, Clayton, 
and Plackett copulas (Hougaard, 1986; Clayton, 1978; and Plackett, 1965) to simultaneously 
model the individual distributions and treatment effects.  For summary data meta-analysis, 
because individual data were not available, Kendall’s tau was not estimated and R-square was 
estimated without application of copula models.   

3.2.3 Patient Disposition, Demographic and Baseline Characteristics

The pivotal study ALFA-0701 randomized a total of 271 patients: 135 patients randomized to the 
GO arm, and 136 patients randomized to the control arm.  

A total of 268 patients received study treatment during induction: 131 patients received GO+DA 
and 137 patients received DA alone.  The rate of treatment completion, completion as defined 
per protocol, was lower in patients who received GO treatment: 48.9% (64) of the 131 patients 
who received GO had completed treatment compared to 65.0% (89) of the 137 patients who did 
not receive GO. The most common reasons for treatment discontinuation were: treatment-related 
adverse events (treatment discontinuation rate for GO vs. no GO: 25.2% vs. 2.2%), resistant 
disease (GO vs. no GO: 12.2% vs. 19.0%), and death (GO vs. no GO: 4.6% vs. 2.2%).  

Table 2 gives a summary of demographics and other baseline characteristics for patients in Study 
ALFA-0701.  The median age was 62 years.  The majority of patients had a performance status 
of 0 to 1 at baseline.  Information on race was not collected, because collecting racial 
information in France requires permission.  In addition, CD33 positivity on AML blasts by flow 
cytometry was harmonized at local laboratories and was determined in only 194/271 (71.6%) of 
the patients.  A higher percentage of males were enrolled in the GO arm than in the control arm, 
while other demographic and baseline characteristics were balanced between the treatment arms.    
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Table 2: Study ALFA-0701 Demographics and Baseline Characteristics

Factor GO + DA
N = 135

DA
N = 136

Total
N = 271

Age (years)
<60 / >=60 38 / 97(28 / 72 %) 52 / 84 (38 / 62 %) 90 / 181 (33 / 67 %)
mean (SD), median, min-max 62 (5.0), 62, 50-70 61 (5.4), 61, 50-70 62 (5.2), 62, 50-70

Gender
Male / Female 74 / 61 (55 / 45 %) 60 / 76 (44 / 56 %) 134 / 137 (49 / 51%)

CD33 positivity
<30% / >=30% 17 / 83 (13 / 62 %) 20 / 74 (15 / 54 %) 37 / 157 (14 / 58 %)
<70% / >=70% 37 / 63 (27 / 47 %) 31 / 63 (23 / 46 %) 68 / 126 (25 / 47 %)

Cytogenetics
Favorable / Intermediate 3 / 91 (2 / 67 %) 6 / 89 (4 / 65 %) 9 / 180 (3 / 66 %)
Unfavorable / Unknown 27 / 14 (20 / 10 %) 30 / 11 (22 / 8 %) 57 / 25 (21 / 9 %)

Rick (NCCN)
Poor / Favorable or intermediate 43 / 80 (32 / 59 %) 46 / 80 (34 / 59 %) 89 / 160 (33 / 59 %)

WBC count at baseline
<30x109/L / ≥30x109/L 108 / 26 (80 / 19 %) 114 / 21 (84 / 15 %) 222 / 47 (82 / 17 %)

ECOG performance status 
0-1 / ≥2 121 / 14 (90 / 10 %) 117 / 18 (86 / 13 %) 238 / 32 (88 / 12 %)

SD= standard deviation; CD= cluster of definition; ECOG = Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group; NCCN= 
National Comprehensive Cancer Network; WBC= white blood count; N= number of patients; GO= Gemtuzumab 
Ozogamicin; DA= daunorubicin plus cytarabine

Reviewer Comment: In Study ALFA-0701, information on CD33 positivity was not required for 
study eligibility, and was missing from 28% of patients.  Therefore, the question arises as to 
whether or not the studied sample of patients adequately reflects the proposed indicated 
population of patients with CD33+ AML.  At the Oncology Drug Advisory Committee (ODAC) 
held on July 11 of 2017, the question was raised by an ODAC panel member.  The panel 
discussion pointed out that there is currently no standard definition for CD33+.  It is usually up 
to physicians to decide how to test for and what threshold for percentage of CD33 expression is 
considered for CD33+.  

3.2.4 Efficacy Results and Assessments

This section presents and assesses results from the pivotal trial ALFA-0701, the applicant’s OS 
meta-analysis, and the applicant’s EFS and OS correlation meta-analyses.

3.2.4.1 Trial ALFA-0701 Efficacy Results

Results of the Primary Endpoint EFS
EFS was defined as the time from the date of randomization to the date of induction failure, 
relapse, or death due to any cause.  For the primary analysis, the date of induction failure was 
defined to be the date of evaluation of bone marrow response after the last induction cycle if a 
response (CR or CRp) by investigator assessment had not been achieved.  EFS was censored at 
the date of the last disease assessment prior to data cut-off for patients who were event-free.

The primary analysis results, based on data at the cut-off date of 01 August 2011, are shown in 
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Table 3 and Figure 1.  The difference in 3-year EFS rate was 26.2%, and the difference in 
median EFS was 7.8 months favoring the GO arm. Twenty-one percent more censoring occurred 
in the GO arm, all because of event-free at data cut-off.  EFS was not censored for occurrence of 
transplantation in the primary analysis.  

Table 3: Event-free Survival by Investigator

GO + DA
N = 135

DA
N = 136

EFS events, n (%) 73 (54.1) 102 (75.0)
Induction failure 17 (12.6) 29 (21.3)
Relapse 44 (32.6) 58 (42.6)
Death 12 (8.9) 15 (11.0)

EFS censored, n (%) 62 (45.9) 34 (25.0)
3-year event-free probability, % [95% CI] 39.8 [30.2, 49.3] 13.6 [5.8, 24.8]
Median time to event, months1[95% CI] 17.3 [13.4, 30.0] 9.5 [8.1, 12.0]
Hazard ratio2 [95% CI] 0.56 [0.42, 0.76]
p-value3 < 0.001

EFS=event-free survival; GO=gemtuzumab ozogamicin; DA = daunorubicin plus cytarabine; CI = 
confidence interval.  1 Kaplan-Meier estimates. 2 Hazard ratio for GO+DA vs. DA from Cox proportional 
hazards model. 
3 2-sided p-value from log-rank test.

Figure 1: Kaplan-Meier Plot of Event-free Survival by Investigator Assessment

Table 4 summarizes results of applicant’s sensitivity analyses by alternative EFS definitions.  
These alternative definitions were revised from the primary definition using alternative induction 
failure date, alternative censoring status for occurrence of transplants, and alternative events.   In 
addition, some analyses were repeated using the assessments from retrospective reviews by an 
independent review committee.  Although the results from independent review analyses were not 
as significant as the ones from investigator assessments, none of the sensitivity analyses 
contradicted to the primary analysis.
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Table 4: Event-free Survival Sensitivity Analyses by Alternative Definitions
GO+DA versus DA

Hazard 
ratioa

95% CI of 
hazard ratio

p-
valueb

Primary: investigator, IF date=date of post-induction assessment 0.56 [0.42, 0.76] <0.001
Alt 1: investigator, IF date=date of randomization 0.56 [0.41, 0.75] <0.001
Alt 2: investigator, HSCT censored 0.59 [0.43, 0.81] 0.001
Alt 3: investigator, IF date=randomization, HSCT censored 0.58 [0.43, 0.80] 0.001
Alt 4: investigator, salvage therapy classified as an IF event 0.60 [0.45, 0.81] 0.001
Alt 5: investigator, events of relapse and death only 0.60 [0.44, 0.81] 0.001
Alt 6: IRC, IF date=date of post-induction assessment 0.66 [0.49, 0.89] 0.006
Alt 7: IRC, HSCT censored 0.71 [0.52, 0.96] 0.026

IF=induction failure, defined as not achieving CR/CRp during the induction period; IRC=independent 
review committee; HSCT=hematopoietic stem cell transplantation; CI=confidence interval; 
GO=gemtuzumab ozogamicin; DA=daunorubicin+cytarabine
 a Estimated using Cox proportional hazards model. b 2-sided nominal p-value from the log-rank test.

Results of Key Secondary Endpoint OS
OS was defined as time from the date of randomization to the date of death due to any cause.  
The primary analysis of OS was based on 168 deaths occurred prior to the survival final analysis 
data cut-off date of 30 April 2013. The result did not reach statistical significance at a level of 2-
sided p-value of 0.05. There were 5 percent fewer deaths reported in the GO arm compared to 
the control arm.  The estimated median survival was 21.8 months in the control arm and was 
27.5 months in the GO arm. 
 

Table 5: Overall Survival 

GO + DA
N = 135

DA
N = 136

OS events, n (%) 80 (59.3) 88 (64.7)
Censored, n (%) 55 (40.7) 48 (35.3)
3-year survival probability, % [95% CI] 45.7 [37.2, 53.9] 37.0 [28.8, 45.1]
Median time to event, months1[95% CI] 27.5 [21.4, 45.6] 21.8 [15.5, 27.4]
Hazard ratio [95% CI] 0.81 [0.60, 1.09]
p-value 0.165

OS=overall survival; GO=gemtuzumab ozogamicin; DA=daunorubicin plus cytarabine; 
CI=confidence interval. 1 Kaplan-Meier estimates. 2 Hazard ratio for GO+DA vs. DA from Cox 
proportional hazards model. 3 2-sided p-value from log-rank test.
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Figure 2: Kaplan-Meier Plot of Overall Survival

Results of Relapse-free Survival and Response Rate
Investigators determined that a majority of patients in both treatment arms achieved a response 
of CR or CRp following induction (81.5% versus 73.5% for GO+DA versus DA, p=0.146). The 
CR rate was very similar in the treatment arms (70.4% versus 69.9% for GO+DA versus DA, 
p=1.000).  RFS derived from investigator assessment was longer for patients in the GO arm, with 
a median RFS estimated at 28.0 months for the GO arm versus 11.4 months for the control arm 
(HR=0.53, p=0.001).  Multiplicity was not adjusted for these secondary endpoints.  

Subgroup Results of Event-free Survival and Overall Survival
Results of subgroup analyses for EFS and OS by age, sex, and baseline characteristics are shown 
in Table 6.  In general, the results in subgroups were comparable with the overall result.  
However, for the subgroup of patients with unfavorable cytogenetic risk at baseline, benefit of 
GO treatment was not observed in either EFS or OS.  

Table 6: Event-free Survival and Overall Survival by Subgroups
NSubgroup

Total GO+DA DA
EFS HR [95% CI] OS HR [95% CI]

Overall 271 135 136 0.56 [0.42, 0.76] 0.81 [0.60, 1.09]
Age (year)

<60 90 38 52 0.52 [0.29, 0.92] 0.61 [0.34, 1.12]
>=60 181 97 84 0.56 [0.39, 0.80] 0.85 [0.59, 1.21]

Sex
Male 134 74 60 0.57 [0.38, 0.88] 0.82 [0.54, 1.25]
Female 137 61 76 0.55 [0.36, 0.85] 0.77 [0.49, 1.20]

WBC count (109/L)
<30 222 108 114 0.52 [0.37, 0.74] 0.81 [0.58, 1.15]
>=30 47 26 21 0.67 [0.35, 1.31] 0.67 [0.34, 1.31]
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Subgroup N EFS HR [95% CI] OS HR [95% CI]
Total GO+DA DA

ECOG
0,1 238 121 117 0.56 [0.41, 0.78] 0.82 [0.59, 1.14]
>=2 32 14 18 0.62 [0.26, 1.51] 0.78 [0.33, 1.84]

CD33 expression
<30% 37 17 20 0.52 [0.24, 1.15] 0.87 [0.39, 1.95]
>=30% 157 83 74 0.55 [0.37, 0.83] 0.77 [0.52, 1.15]

Cytogenetics 
Favorable/Intermediate 189 94 95 0.46 [0.31, 0.68] 0.75 [0.51, 1.09]
unfavorable 57 27 30 1.11 [0.63, 1.95] 1.55 [0.88, 2.75]

Risk per NCCN
Favorable 51 27 24 0.37 [0.16, 0.83] 0.63 [0.26, 1.52]
Intermediate 109 53 56 0.53 [0.32, 0.87] 0.95 [0.59, 1.53]
Poor/Adverse 89 43 46 0.74 [0.46, 1.19] 0.92 [0.57, 1.48]

EFS=event-free survival, OS=overall survival, HR=hazard ratio, GO=gemtuzumab ozogamicin, DA=daunorubicin 
plus cytarabine, WBC=white blood cells, ECOG=European Cooperative Oncolgoy Group, NCCN=National 
Comprehensive Cancer Network, CI=confidence interval, L=liter

Use of Hematopoietic Stem Cell Transplantation in ALFA-0701
Patients could receive a hematopoietic stem cell transplantation (HSCT) in Study ALFA-0701, 
either as part of consolidation therapy or as a salvage therapy following relapse or induction 
failure. Table 7 gives a summary of HSCT for all patients, and by treatment arms. There were 85 
(31.4%) patients received a HSCT during the study.  The percentage of patients who received a 
HSCT was higher in the control arm (39.0%) versus in the GO arm (23.7%).  Among the patients 
who received a HSCT in remission, the number of patients who received HSCT before relapse 
and the number of patients who received HSCT after relapse were similar, irrespective of 
treatment arms.  A total of 11 patients received a HSCT following indication failure: 2 patients in 
the GO arm, and 9 patients in the control arm.

Both the CR and CRp responders were allowed to receive a HSCT in Study ALFA-0701.  
Transplantation rate was higher in the CR responders than in the CRp responders (36% vs. 25%).

The median time to transplantation in patients who received HSCT was 214 days from 
randomization, and was 156 days from relapse or induction failure.  The median time to 
transplantation was not much different between the treatment arms. 

Table 7: Summary of Hematopoietic Stem Cell Transplantation in ALFA-0701

CR CRp No CR/CRp All

All study patients 190 20 61 271
Patients received HSCT, n (%) 69 (36.3) 5 (25.0) 11 (18.0) 85 (31.4)
Status at HSCT

Before relapse 36 (18.9) 3 (15.0) 0 39 (14.4)
After relapse 33 (17.4) 2 (10.0) 0 35 (12.9)
After induction failure 0 0 11 (18.0) 11 (4.1)

Median time to HSCT, days
From randomization 256 202 168 214
From relapse/Induction failure 168 767 106 156
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Patients in the GO+DA arm 95 15 25 135
Patients received HSCT, n (%) 27 (28.4) 3 (20.0) 2 (8.0) 32 (23.7)
Status at HSCT

Before relapse 15 (15.8) 2 (13.3) 0 17 (12.6)
After relapse 12 (12.6) 1 (6.7) 0 13 (9.6)
After induction failure 0 0 2 (8.0) 2 (1.5)

Median time to HSCT, days
From randomization 256 202 159 230
From relapse/Induction failure 164 190 94 160

Patients in the DA arm 95 5 36 136
Patients received HSCT, n (%) 42 (44.2) 2 (40.0) 9 (25.0) 53 (39.0)
Status at HSCT

Before relapse 21 (22.1) 1 (20.0) 0 22 (16.2)
After relapse 21 (22.1) 1 (20.0) 0 22 (16.2)
After induction failure 0 0 9 (25.0) 9 (6.6)

Median time to HSCT, days
From randomization 279 804 168 202
From relapse/Induction failure 172 1344 128 156

Note: summary based on applicant data for study report (data cutoff: 01Aug2011, responses considering CR/CRp as 
determined by investigators during induction)
[Source]: Reviewer analysis
  
With the transplantation rate being un-balanced between the treatment arms, this reviewer 
conducted sensitivity analyses of OS to evaluate the robustness of the OS result with 
transplantation.  The results are shown in Table 8.  Analysis 2 which had OS censored for 
transplantation, and Analysis 3 which accounted for the fact that the occurrence of 
transplantation was not constant through the whole study, give a similar result to the primary 
analysis.  But Analysis 4 which accounted for whether or not a transplantation had occurred, and 
Analysis 5 which limited  the comparison between treatment arms in patients who did not 
receive transplantation, estimate a stronger effect of GO on OS.  These sensitivity analyses 
support a possible impact of HSCT on survival.  However, the sensitivity analyses are 
exploratory; the differences between the estimates should not be interpreted as measures of 
HSCT impact on survival.    

Table 8: Overall Survival Sensitivity Analyses with Consideration of Transplantation
OS 
Analysis

Description HR (95% CI) p-value

1 OS primary analysis 0.81 (0.60, 1.09) 0.165
2 OS censored at HSCT 0.81 (0.56, 1.15) 0.238
3 OS with HSCT as a time-varying covariate 0.85 (0.63, 1.16) 0.308
4 OS with HSCT (yes or no) as a covariate 0.74 (0.54, 1.01) 0.062
5* OS in patients who didn’t receive HSCT 0.68 (0.48, 0.97) 0.033
6* Post-HSCT survival in patients who received HSCT 0.97 (0.53, 1.75) 0.908

HSCT: hematopoietic stem cell transplantation; OS: overall survival
HR: hazard ratio estimated from Cox proportional hazards model for experimental arm versus control arm 
p-value: 2-sided nominal p-value from log-rank test, stratified by HSCT (yes/no) in analysis 4, un-stratified in others 
* Not an ITT analysis (in other words, analysis was not performed in all the randomized patients)
[Source]: Reviewer analysis.  Analyses were performed based on study report data cut-off 30April2013 for OS.
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3.2.4.2 EFS and OS Correlation Meta-Analyses Results and Assessments

Applicant Analyses

Meta-analyses using individual patient data, as well as summary data were performed by the 
applicant in an effort to support the surrogacy of EFS for OS based on correlation between these 
two endpoints.  

Table 9 shows the estimated correlations between EFS and OS from the applicant’s meta-
analyses.  Among the estimates from application of copulas, Table 9 shows only the estimates by 
Hougaard copula, as the estimates by other two copulas were similar.  These estimates did not 
suggest a strong correlation between EFS and OS.  In addition, the confidence interval for R-
square covering the whole range of R-square from 0 to 1 indicated lack of precision in the 
estimation of R-square from only 5 trials in the fitting of regressions.  

Table 9: Estimated Individual Level and Trial Level Correlations between EFS and OS
Data Correlation parameter Estimate [95% CI]

Kendall tau 0.51 [0.39, 0.63]
  By Hougaard copula 0.48 [0.47, 0.50]

R-square, un-weighted 0.70 [0.35, 1.05]
  By Hougaard copula 0.62 [0.09, 1.14]

R-square, weighted* 0.61 [0.20, 1.03]

Individual data 
(5 trials)

  By Hougaard copula 0.45 [0.00, 1.00]
R-square, un-weighted 0.45 [0.21, 0.68]Aggregate data

(33 trials) R-square, weighted* 0.46 [0.23, 0.70]
     * Estimated from linear regression weighted by trial sample size; CI=confidence interval

Reviewer Assessment

The Agency currently does not have a statistical guideline on surrogate endpoint validation.  In 
recent practice, correlation-based approaches are primarily applied for statistical validation.  The 
validation would be required at both the individual level and at the trial level, because a valid 
surrogate should correlate with the clinically-significant endpoint in individual patients, and the 
treatment impact on surrogate should correlate with treatment impact on the clinically-significant 
endpoint. There is no consensus with respect to correlation values that would be sufficient to 
assume adequate surrogacy, but values of 0.8 or greater are often discussed (Sargent et al., 2005; 
Michiels et al., 2009; Oba et al., 2013; Mauguen et al., 2013).

The applicant’s meta-analyses suggested at best a moderate correlation between EFS and OS.  
The modest correlation was expected as a result of EFS not being associated with OS in certain 
groups of patients; particularly, in patients who did not achieve a CR.  As illustrated by the 
scatter plot of EFS versus OS for the pivotal trial ALFA-0701 in Figure 3, EFS and OS were the 
same in patients who either died in CR or were still alive in CR; EFS might not be highly 
associated with OS in patients who achieved a CR but had relapsed; and the association between 
EFS and OS was un-evaluable in patients who did not achieve a CR because EFS was the same 
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for this group of patients but OS ranged over several years.  The situation was also observed in 
the other 4 trials, as shown in the Appendix.   

Figure 3: Illustration of EFS and OS Distributions

It is possible that the wide range of survival times for patients who had an induction failure or 
relapse may reflect the effect from a salvage therapy, including HSCT.  There was a high 
proportion of patients without achieving a CR or relapsed from CR in each of the 5 trials.  The 
individual trial summary (Table 10) suggest the transplantation rate varied form one trial to 
another, but across all trials, the median survival was longer in patients who received HSCT 
versus the ones who did not.

Table 10: Individual Trial Summary on EFS and OS Events, Survival by Transplantation 
Status, and Individual-Level Correlation between EFS and OS 

Trial ALFA-0701 S0106 AML15 AML16 AML2006IR

Patient N. 271 595 1099 1115 251
Enrollment 2008-2010 2004-2009 2002-2006 2006-2010 2007-2010

OS events 168 62.0% 305 51.3% 696 63.3% 966 86.6% 119 47.4%
EFS events 210 77.5% 406 68.2% 814 74.1% 1032 92.6% 149 59.4%

No CR 84 31.0% 192 32.3% 324 29.5% 513 46.0% 52 20.7%
Alive 10 3.7% 55 9.2% 54 4.9% 30 2.7% 12 4.8%
Died 74 27.3% 137 23.0% 270 24.6% 483 43.3% 40 15.9%

Relapsed 111 41.0% 173 29.1% 366 33.3% 447 40.1% 71 28.3%
Alive 32 11.8% 46 7.7% 64 5.8% 36 3.2% 18 7.2%
Died 79 29.2% 127 21.3% 302 27.5% 411 36.9% 53 21.1%

Not Relapsed 76 28.0% 230 38.7% 409 37.2% 155 13.9% 128 51.0%
Alive 61 22.5% 189 31.8% 285 25.9% 83 7.4% 102 40.6%
Died 15 5.5% 41 6.9% 124 11.3% 72 6.5% 26 10.4%

Survival in months n median n median n median n median n median
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Trial ALFA-0701 S0106 AML15 AML16 AML2006IR
No CR 84 12.0 305 12.2 324 9.9 513 6.1 52 12.1

Received HSCT 18 20.1 60 38.2 98 22.8 48 22.7 15 63.9
       No HSCT 66 8.6 245 8.5 226 4.7 465 5.2 37 9.3

Relapsed 111 23.4 173 23.9 366 26.9 447 18.7 71 23.0
Received HSCT 41 30.4 6 NR 194 42.1 68 28.3 31 28.9
No HSCT 70 20.1 167 23.8 172 15.9 379 17.1 40 20.9

Not relapsed 76 NR 230 NR 409 NR 155 NR 128 NR
Received HSCT 26 NR 7 NR 121 NR 41 22.8 87 NR
No HSCT 50 NR 223 NR 288 NR 114 NR 41 NR

Hazard ratio1, OS 0.81 1.09 0.93 0.87 0.86
Hazard ratio1, EFS 0.67 0.95 0.89 0.86 0.82

Kendall’s tau2 0.51 0.42 0.53 0.48 0.49
EFS=event-free survival, OS=overall survival, CR=complete remission within 60 days since treatment randomization, 
HSCT=hematopoietic stem cell transplant, GO=gemtuzumab ozogamicin, NR=not reached
1 Hazard ratio for GO over No GO from Cox proportional hazards model
2 Calculated using the cenken function from R-package NADA library

The assessment presented earlier suggests the correlation between EFS and OS was impacted by 
the lack of association between EFS and OS in patients who did not achieve a CR, for whom a 
transplant might have been given as a salvage therapy.  To evaluate the impact from considering 
not achieving a CR as an event and from the use of transplantation, the correlation parameters 
were estimated by alternative definitions of EFS.  Definition 1 is the primary definition of EFS in 
applicant’s individual data meta-analysis, which considers not achieving a CR within 60 days of 
treatment as an event. Definition 2 is the primary definition of EFS in the pivotal trial, which 
considers not achieving a CR during induction as an event.  Definition 3 is different from 
Definition 2 for having the date of induction failure to be the date of randomization to avoid the 
impact from different duration of induction treatment between individuals.  Definition 4 is 
having EFS time censored at the time of transplantation, and Definition 5 is considering only true 
CR as a treatment success (i.e., CRp or CRi is considered as a treatment failure).  Definition 6 is 
considering events of relapse or death only; not achieving a CR is not an event in this definition.  

Results in Table 11 suggest none of the EFS definitions that consider failure to attain CR as an 
event are able to demonstrate both a strong correlation between individual EFS and OS times and 
a strong correlation between hazard ratios for treatment effects on EFS and OS.  Definition 6, 
which considers only events of relapse or death, is the only one suggests a good correlation on 
both individual level and trial level correlations.  

For Definitions 4 and 5, a good trial level correlation is estimated but the individual level 
correlation is moderate.  The lower individual level correlation between EFS and OS estimated 
by these definitions can be explained by the fact that more EFS times have been truncated in 
these definitions.  And the higher trial level correlation can be explained by bigger estimated 
hazard ratios for EFS due to the time truncations (for example, Study ALFA-0701 estimated a 
hazard ratio of 0.67 for EFS under definition 1, but estimated a hazard ratio of 0.77 and 0.85 
under definitions 4 and 5, respectively).  
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Note that the confidence intervals for R-square are wide because the estimation is based on only 
5 trials.  There are 33 trials used in applicant’s summary data meta-analysis, but R-square 
estimates by various definitions of EFS cannot be derived from those trials without individual 
data.  Also note that R-square estimates by application of copulas are not reported due to a 
concern about robustness of results (for example, the estimated R-square for EFS considering 
only CR during induction is >0.8 by applications of Clayton and Plackett copulas, but is <0.5 by 
Hougaard copula, with a confidence interval covering 0 to 1).

It may be important to know that the EFS as defined in definition 6 is different from the relapse-
free survival.  It is not only calculated in patients who achieved a CR but in all patients, and it is 
not calculated from the time of complete remission but from the time of randomization.  

Table 11: Estimates of Correlations between EFS and OS by Alternative EFS Definitions
Kendall’s tau 

[95% CI]5
R-square2 
[95% CI]5

EFS Definition

model 
free3

copula 
model4

not 
weighted6 weighted6

1
Events: induction failure (IF), relapse, or death; 
IF = did not achieve a CR by Day 60
IF date=date of randomization

0.51
[0.39, 
0.63]

0.49
[0.47, 
0.50]

0.71
[0.37, 
1.00]

0.63
[0.22, 
1.00]

2
Events: induction failure (IF), relapse, or death; 
IF = did not achieve a CR during induction
IF date=date of end of induction

0.61 
[0.46, 
0.75]

0.72 
[0.71, 
0.73]

0.71
[0.37, 
1.00]

0.73
[0.42, 
1.00]

3
Events: induction failure (IF), relapse, or death; 
IF = did not achieve a CR during induction
IF date=date of randomization

0.57 
[0.43, 
0.71]

0.55 
[0.53, 
0.56]

0.68
[0.32, 
1.00]

0.70
[0.35, 
1.00]

4
Events: induction failure (IF), relapse, or death; 
IF = did not achieve a CR during induction
IF date=date of randomization; HSCT censored1

0.42 
[0.32, 
0.52]

0.52 
[0.50, 
0.54]

0.86
[0.69, 
1.00]

0.82
[0.61, 
1.00]

5
Events: induction failure (IF), relapse, or death; 
IF = did not achieve a CR during induction
IF date=date of randomization; True CR only

0.53 
[0.40, 
0.66]

0.52 
[0.50, 
0.53

0.86
[0.67, 
1.00]

0.90
[0.78, 
1.00]

6 Events: relapse or death only
0.74 

[0.56, 
0.92]

0.84 
[0.83, 
0.85]

0.75
[0.44, 
1.00]

0.78
[0.51, 
1.00]

HSCT=hematopoietic stem cell transplantation, CI=confidence interval
1  When EFS is censored at HSCT, correlation is calculated with OS censored at HSCT
2  R-square estimated from linear regressions of hazard ratio for OS versus estimated hazard ratio for EFS, on a 

natural log scale, without application of copulas
3  Kendall’s tau estimated from R software NADA package, without application of copulas
4  reported estimates are based on Hougaard copula, estimates by Clayton or Plackett copulas are similar
5  Approximate normal CI: for Kendall’s tau, calculation is based on conversion from p-value to standard error 

(Altman, 2011); for R-square, calculation is based on Olkin and Finn’s approximation for standard error (Olkin 
and Finn, 1995)

6  weighted by trial sample size
Note: there were 7 patients whose EFS was un-defined by definition 2, because information on the end of induction 

date was not available in those patients
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Reviewer Comments:
1. Because the reviewer’s EFS/OS correlation analyses were retrospective exploratory analyses 

based on limited data, the results in Table 11 should not be used to support any particular 
definition of EFS.

2. The various EFS definitions explored in Table 11 were similar to the ones used in Study 
ALFA-0701 sensitivity analyses.  ALFA-0701 sensitivity analyses results shown in Table 4 
suggested treatment effect of GO on EFS, regardless of the EFS definitions.  Even the last 
definition, which considered only relapse or death as events, had a significant result.

3. HSCT may impact both EFS and OS.  However, it is difficult to know how much the EFS and 
OS correlation is impacted by the use of transplantation, when there is no standard criteria 
for whom and when to receive a transplant.  For instance, the summary of HSCT in Study 
ALFA-0701 (Table 7) suggests HSCT could be given irrespective of treatment response and 
irrespective of status relative to an EFS event.  The reviewer has done additional analyses to 
evaluate the EFS/OS correlations with 3 ways of adjusting for HSCT, including: having EFS 
and OS censored for HSCT, and considering the occurrence of HSCT either as a competing 
event or a time-dependent covariate.  The results (not shown in this review) did not suggest a 
higher correlation between EFS and OS with application of those adjustments.   When 
limiting the EFS/OS correlation estimation in patients who did not receive transplantation, 
the estimated trial-size weighted R-square was increase to 0.80 suggesting a better 
correlation in this group of patients whose EFS and OS were not impacted by HSCT.  
However, these additional analyses were exploratory and were based on only limited data. 

3.2.4.3 OS Meta-analysis Result

OS results for the meta-analysis and by individual trials are shown in Table 12.  The meta-
analysis suggested an improvement in survival from the addition of GO, with an estimated 
hazard ratio of 0.91 and an estimated 2.1 months increase in median survival.  

However, the individual trial results were not all consistent with the meta-analysis result.  
Although a test for heterogeneity was not statistically significant, the number of trials may be too 
small for making a conclusion.  In addition, there were important differences between the 5 trials 
in age and dosing.  Age has been known to be an important prognostic factor for survival.  And 
the dose of GO has been revised over the past years, for its potential relationship with survival.

Table 12: Overall Survival Result for the Meta-analysis and for the Individual Trials
Overall Survival

Death rate (%) Median (months)
Trial

(enrollment)
N Age, 

year
GO dose

GO No GO GO No GO

HR [95% CI]

Meta-analysis 3,331 18-70 various 66.2 69.1 23.6 21.5 0.91 [0.84, 0.99]
AML 15

(2002-2006) 1,099 < 60 3 mg/m2 
D1 61.9 64.8 34.4 27.5 0.93 [0.80, 1.08]

AML 16
(2006-2010) 1,115 > 60 3 mg/m2 

D1 84.4 88.8 14.0 12.0 0.87 [0.77, 0.99]

ALFA-0701
(2008-2010) 271 50-70 3 mg/m2

D 1, 4, 7 59.3 64.7 27.5 21.8 0.81 [0.60, 1.09]
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Trial
(enrollment)

N Age, 
year

GO dose Overall Survival HR [95% CI]
Death rate (%) Median (months)
GO No GO GO No GO

AML2006IR
(2007-2010) 251 18-60 6 mg/m2

D 4 44.4 50.4 NR 67.4 0.86 [0.60, 1.23]

S0106
(2004-2009) 595 < 56 6 mg/m2

D 4 52.2 30.3 43.6 61.0 1.09 [0.87, 1.36]

GO = gemtuzumab Ozogamicin, HR = hazard ratio, CI = confidence interval, N = number of patients in analysis

Reviewer Comment: The Agency does not generally accept retrospective meta-analysis of OS as 
the primary evidence for clinical benefit.  This meta-analysis will be considered as an 
exploratory analysis. 

Subgroup analysis conducted by the applicant suggested the addition of GO may not improve OS 
in all patients.  The death rate was higher in the GO group for patients aged 40-49 years 
compared to the No GO group (55.4% versus 48.8% for GO versus No GO, hazard ratio 1.21).  
For patients with adverse cytogenetic risk, the death was high at 90% or above, with or without 
the addition of GO as part of their treatment (hazard ratio 1.00).  

Reviewer Comment: The applicant’s subgroup analyses suggested the addition of GO may not 
be beneficial to patients of adverse cytogenetic risk of certain age. However, the subgroup 
analyses were retrospective and therefore were only exploratory.  In addition, there were no 
patients with ages 40-49 years in Study ALFA-0701 and the subgroup of patients with adverse 
cytogenetic risk was small, further investigations would be needed to better interpret the 
subgroup findings. 

3.2.4.4 Summary of Efficacy Results and Issues

The results from ALFA-0701, the pivotal trial, demonstrated the superiority of GO 3mg/m2/dose 
+ DA versus DA in the primary analysis of EFS as well as sensitivity analyses using different 
definitions of EFS.  The pivotal trial also demonstrated superiority of GO+DA over DA in RFS.  
However, the primary analyses of OS and CR/CRp rate, the key secondary endpoints in the 
pivotal trial, did not show statistical significance.  In fact, the true CR rate was very similar 
between the treatment arms (70.4% versus 69.9% for GO+DA versus DA).

The applicant’s OS meta-analysis suggested a marginal effect of GO on OS, but the analysis is 
considered exploratory because it is a retrospective analysis and is based on limited data from 5 
studies with important differences between studies.  

It is noted that EFS is unlikely a good surrogate endpoint for OS when failure to attain CR is 
considered as an event.  A definition of EFS considering only events of relapse or death, which 
was used for a sensitivity analysis in the pivotal trial, was able to suggest a good correlation 
between EFS and OS at both individual level and trial level based on individual data from 5 
randomized trials in patients with previously untreated AML.  The level of evidence for this 
observation could be stronger if individual data from more studies were available.  Although the 
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applicant has provided information on EFS and OS from 33 studies, analyses by alternative 
definitions of EFS could not be performed without individual data.

Two points or issues were considered during the efficacy evaluation: (1) HSCT may impact 
survival; (2) EFS result and EFS/OS correlation may be sensitive to EFS definition.  Summary of 
survival by HSCT suggested an impact from HSCT on survival; however, because HSCT was 
used in an uncontrolled manner, it is difficult to account for HSCT in OS and EFS/OS 
correlation analyses.  The EFS result in ALFA-0701 was robust with respect to EFS definition, 
but the EFS/OS correlation varied by different EFS definitions.

3.3 Evaluation of Safety

Safety was a major concern that made the product withdrawn from US market.  Study S0106, 
which was the study intended to confirm clinical benefit of GO in patients with de novo CD-33 
positive AML, found GO 6 mg/m2 to be too toxic when used in combination with DA.  The dose 
of GO has been changed to become lower and fractionated at 3 mg/m2 days 1, 4, and 7 in the 
pivotal trial ALFA-0701.    

To address the safety of GO in combination with DA, the applicant retrospectively collected 
comprehensive safety data for ALFA-0701.  There were a total of 268 patients received a least 
one dose of study drug in Study ALFA-0701; 131 patients in the GO+DA arm and 137 patients 
in the DA alone arm. The following summarizes important safety findings for ALFA-0701:

 30-day mortality was not significantly different between the GO+DA arm vs. the DA arm 
(3.8% vs. 2.2%).  The disparity in 30-day mortality was lower than that reported for S0106 
(5.8% vs. 1.3%).

 The adverse events that occurred more frequently with GO+DA vs. DA were due to bleeding 
or infection, and such differences in the adverse event rates occurred during each phase of 
treatment (induction and consolidations).

 VOD was reported for 6 (4.6%) patients treated with GO+DA on study.

 Hemorrhage events occurred more frequently with GO+DA than with DA during induction 
(87% vs 71%), consolidation 1 (60% vs 26%) and consolidation 2 (63% vs 43%)

 Platelet recovery was delayed in patients treated with GO+DA vs DA alone.  Over all 
treatment phases, a delay in recovery to later than day 45 was reported for 20% of patients on 
DA alone.  GO did not appear to impact time to recovery of neutrophils.

In addition, the applicant also provided safety data from the trials used in the OS meta-analysis 
and data from literature.  Results from the additional safety data were consistent with the pivotal 
trial safety findings.  Please refer to the clinical review for more detailed safety results and 
clinical interpretation.
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Reviewer Comment
Although the GO dose used in ALFA-0701 suggested less toxicity than the dose used previously 
in S0106, the safety findings may be limited by the retrospective nature of data collection.  In 
addition, the reported VOD rate of 4.6% in patients treated with GO in ALFA-0701 may be a 
concern.  The safety profile was discussed at an Oncology Drug Advisory Committee (ODAC) 
meeting held on July 11 of 2017.  The panel found the safety with the dosing regimen used in 
Study ALFA-07101 to be acceptable, with the overall risk appears to be in the ballpark of other 
treatments for AML.  

 
4 FINDINGS IN SPECIAL/SUBGROUP POPULATIONS

4.1 Gender, Race, Age, and Geographic Region

EFS and OS results from pivotal study ALFA-0701 by subgroups of patients defined by gender, 
age, and baseline characteristics are displayed in Table 6.  No major differences were found 
between gender and age groups.  

Subgroup analyses were not performed by race and region, because Study ALFA-0701 did not 
collect information on race and was conducted only in France. 

4.2 Other Special/Subgroup Populations

Results in Table 6 do not suggest outlier subgroups except that treatment benefit is not suggested 
in the subgroup of patients with unfavorable cytogenetics.  However, the confidence intervals for 
the EFS and OS hazard ratios in the subgroup of patients with unfavorable cytogenetics are not 
statistically exclusive from 1 to suggest a limitation of use in that subgroup of patients.  
  

5 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

5.1 Statistical Issues and Collective Evidence

The use of 6 mg/m2 days 1 and 15 dosing in Study S0106 raised a safe concern with GO as a 
therapy in patients with previously untreated AML.  The dosing has been revised to become 3 
mg/m2 days 1, 4 and 7 in the pivotal trial ALFA-0701.  Safety results from ALFA-0701 found a 
better safety profile than the one found in S0106 previously.  VOD, however, still occurred in 
4.6% of patients treated with GO in ALFA-0701.

With regards to efficacy, ALFA-0701 demonstrated a treatment effect of GO on EFS (HR 0.56; 
95% CI 0.42, 0.76), but did not show a statistically significant impact on OS (HR 0.81; 95% CI 
0.60, 1.09).  In addition, the CR rate was very similar between the treatment arms (70.4% versus 
69.9%).  
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The Agency generally requires for approval that a new drug for first-line treatment of AML with 
curative intent demonstrates a survival benefit.  The applicant’s retrospective OS meta-analysis 
suggested a marginal effect with an estimated hazard ratio of 0.91, but the analysis is limited by 
number of studies available for the analysis and by important across study differences.  
Moreover, the applicant’s meta-analyses for correlation between EFS and OS failed to provide 
strong evidence that EFS is strongly correlation with OS in order to be considered as a surrogate 
of OS for patients being treated with AML.

Potential impact from transplantation and definition of EFS considering failure to attain CR as an 
event were 2 major issues with the evaluation of efficacy findings.   Transplantation could have 
impacted survival, as patients who receive transplantation did live longer than the patients who 
did not receive transplantation; however, the exact impact was difficult to assess because 
transplantation was not given to patients in a consistent way.  EFS as defined by applicant did 
not suggest a strong correlation to OS.  But various EFS definitions suggested EFS/OS 
correlation could be improved with different definitions of EFS, and the use of transplantation 
had complicated the interpretation of EFS/OS correlation analyses.

5.2 Conclusions and Recommendations

Pivotal trial ALFA-0701 met its primary objective, with a statistically significant result in EFS.  
However, it did not demonstrate a statistically significant result in OS, and had a 4.6% of VOD 
incidence.  The use of EFS as an efficacy endpoint and the safety of GO at 3 mg/m2 was 
discussed at ODAC meeting on July 11 of 2017.  The panel voted 6 to 1, that GO had 
demonstrated a favorable risk/benefit profile, primarily based on results from Study ALFA-0701 
with EFS as the primary endpoint.

This reviewer recommends approval of this product, for the proposed indication in the first line 
AML.  Additional investigation in patients with adverse cytogenetic risk is also recommended.
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7 APPENDIX

Scatter Plots of EFS versus OS - Individual Historical Trials
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